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We present a graph-theoretic model for the frequency assignment problem in cellular
phone networks. Obeying several technical and legal restrictions, frequencies have to be
assigned to transceivers so that interference is as small as possible. This optimization
problem is NP-hard. Good approximation cannot be guaranteed unless P = NP. We describe
several assignment heuristics. These heuristics are simple and not too hard to implement.
We give an assessment of the heuristics' efficiency and practical usefulness. For this purpose,
typical instances of frequency assignment problems with up to 4240 transceivers and 75
frequencies of a German cellular phone network operator are used. The results are satisfying
from a practitioner's point of view. The best performing heuristics were integrated into a
network planning system used in practice.
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1.

Introduction

High-quality frequency assignments are crucial for the successful operation
of today's heavily loaded cellular phone networks. Computing such assignments is
difficult, whatever (reasonable) interpretation of high quality one has in mind.
Our version of high quality focuses on minimizing interference. The mathematical
formulation of this frequency assignment problem shows that it is a challenging
generalization of several coloring problems in graph theory.
A variety of problems has been studied so far under the name of "frequency
assignment" (the alternative term "channel assignment" is also in use). Hale [19] stated
several frequency assignment problems as (generalized) graph coloring problems.
* This work was done in cooperation with E-plus Mobilfunk GmbH, Germany. E-plus operates a
GSM 1800 network. GMS1800 is a sibling of the GSM900 standard, the main difference between the
two being the frequency band used.
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Interference information is employed to derive a graph, sometimes called a conflict
graph, which has to be colored with as few channels or with channels from an as
narrow interval as possible. Additional restrictions sometimes apply. Much work
has been done in this direction [1,6,10,11,13,14,19,21,22,30]. However, these
approaches do not generally lead to satisfactory frequency assignments for cellular
phone networks where the interval of available channels is given.
Interference minimization in mobile system networks with a fixed spectrum of
available channels is a more recent development [1,7,14,15,21,22,28,30]. In this
paper, we focus on fast and simple assignment heuristics. The heuristics developed
are intended to be routinely used by practitioners to plan frequency assignments for
cellular phone networks. All heuristics proposed have been implemented using the
programming language C++ and publicly available software libraries such as the
Library of Efficient Data structures and Algorithms (LEDA) [25].
Five real-world networks of different size and structure are used to evaluate the
performance. Huge interference reductions are achieved in comparison to assignments
practically used; at the same time, the planning process is speeded up considerably.
Several of the heuristics have been integrated into a network planning software system
used at E-Plus.
2.

Problem description

The connection between a cellular phone user and his or her party is maintained
by radio signals of some frequency. The radio signals of the cellular phone are received
and propagated into a cable-based network by a nearby base transceiver station (BTS).
This BTS is also used for the communication in the reverse direction. A BTS operates
one or more elementary transceivers. Elementary transceivers are called TRXs in GSM
terminology [26] and will be represented by carriers in the mathematical model below.
Like a radio station, every TRX is assigned an operating frequency, whereas
cellular phones may tune to various frequencies, just like radio sets. Similar to other
radio-based systems, the TRXs do not use arbitrary frequencies. The available radio
spectrum is segmented into uniformly sized frequency slots which are called channels
in this article. Each TRX operates on some channel. Between two TRXs using the
same or adjacent channels, significant interference may occur. This interference is
called co-channel and adjacent-channel interference, respectively. The stronger the
interference is, the worse the link quality. Interference exceeding some threshold is
considered intolerable. To avoid intolerable interference, a minimum channel spacing
between potentially interfering TRXs is introduced. A parameter, called separation, is
set to one if the same channel must not be used for both TRXs. In the case neither the
same nor adjacent channels may be used, the separation parameter is set to two. For
TRXs associated to the same BTS, an even larger separation may be necessary. We
assume that these parameters are specified in three square matrices (the separation
matrix, the co-channel interference matrix, and the adjacent-channel interference

matrix) with rows and columns indexed by the TRXs. Entries are zero in the case
where parameters are not provided.
Cellular phone network operators have a relatively small radio spectrum of 50 or
75 channels, say, at their disposal to operate thousands of TRXs. Some channels may
even be locally blocked, i.e., they may not be used at any TRX of some BTS.
Our version of the frequency assignment problem is as follows:
Given are a list of TRXs, a range of channels, a list of locally blocked
channels for each TRX, and the separation, the co-channel interference,
and the adjacent-channel interference matrix.
An assignment of channels to the TRXs has to be computed such that
each TRX receives a channel that is not locally blocked, such that all
separation requirements are met, and such that the sum over all interferences
occurring between pairs of TRXs is minimal.
Frequency assignments have to be computed on several occasions: the network
is expanded or modified, a BTS is replaced by a different one with significantly
different transmission power, or the interference predictions are corrected.
We give a mathematical formulation of the frequency assignment problem:
Let (V, E) be an undirected graph. The nodes of the graph are the carriers representing
the TRXs. The spectrum C is an interval of non-negative integers representing the
range of channels. For every carrier v, a set Bv £ C of blocked channels is specified.
The channels in C\BV are called available at carrier v. Bv may be empty. Three
functions, < f : E - > Z + , c " : £ - » [0, 1], and c"*: E -> [0, 1], with c^^c™, are
specified on the edge set. For an edge vw £ E, d(vw) gives the separation necessary
between channels assigned to v and w. cco(vw) and c^ivw) denote the co-channel and
adjacent-channel interference, respectively, which may occur between v and w. Note
that d(vw) = 0 and cco(vw) > 0 and c^ivw) > 0 is possible for adjacent carriers v
and w. As a consequence, a feasible assignment may incur interference. On the other
hand, d{vw) > 2 for some edge w e £ guarantees that neither co- nor adjacentchannel interference occurs between v and w in any feasible assignment. We will refer
to the 7-tuple N = (V, E, C, {Bv}veV, d, cco, c"*) as a carrier network.
A frequency assignment or simply an assignment for N is a function v : V —> C.
An assignment is feasible if every carrier v G V is assigned an available channel
(from C\BV) and all separation requirements are met, i.e., |y(v) -y(w)\ > d(vw) for
all vw e E.
Definition 1. Given a carrier network N, we call the optimization problem
(FAP)

frequency assignment problem.

The objective is to determine a feasible assignment that minimizes the sum over
co- and adjacent-channel interferences. Feasible assignments are a generalization of
list colorings and are related to T-colorings of graphs in the following way.
For a list coloring problem, a graph and lists of colors for every vertex are given.
The task is to find a coloring of the graph using, for every vertex, a color from its list
such that no two adjacent vertices receive the same color. Since an available channel
has to be picked for every carrier, feasible assignments are list colorings.
T-colorings were introduced in [10]. Given an undirected graph G and a finite
set T of non-negative integers containing 0, a T-coloring of G is a labeling / of the
vertices of G with non-negative integers such that | f(v) ~f(w) \ & T for all edges vw
in G. In our case, there is a minimal distance required between adjacent carriers,
expressed by the separation parameter. Every edge may thus have a different "T-set",
but all those sets are restricted to be either empty or of the form {0,...,k}, for some
non-negative integer k.
3.

Computational complexity

For every q GQ + ) we associate a decision problem g-FAP with the frequency
assignment problem FAP:
Given a carrier network N, decide whether N has
a feasible assignment of cost no more than q.
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To discuss complexity issues we make the standard assumption that all numbers
appearing as input data for FAP and g-FAP are rational and that they are encoded in
binary form. It is easily observed that ^-FAP is in NP. This, together with the fact that
graph K-colorability (see [17], GT4) can be reduced to q-FXP, yields the following
result.
Theorem 2. For every q e Q+, the decision problem g-FAP is NP-complete.
The standard notion of polynomial time approximation, see [4,12,27], for
example, requires that a feasible solution can be produced in time polynomially
bounded in the input size. FAP does not lend itself to approximation in this sense,
since the proof of the preceding theorem reveals that finding a feasible assignment is
already NP-complete.
Corollary 3. The problem of deciding whether an instance of FAP has a feasible
solution is NP-complete.
Furthermore, it is also hard to find good approximate solutions for instances of
FAP where obtaining a feasible solution is easy. More precisely, this can be stated in
the following way.

Theorem 4. Let TV be an instance of FAP for which feasible solutions can be obtained
in time polynomial in the input size. Then, unless P = NP, there exists an e, 0 < e < 1,
such that the cost of an optimal assignment cannot be approximated within a factor of
| V|e, where V is the set of carriers in N.
This statement can be proved using a reduction of the minimum graph coloring
problem to FAP and thereby extending a result on the hardness of approximating
minimum graph coloring [3] to FAP.
4.

Heuristics

As stated in the previous section, the frequency assignment problem belongs to
the class of hard combinatorial problems. That is, one should not expect that a
polynomial-time algorithm will always produce a feasible assignment. Even if a
feasible assignment is produced, it is not guaranteed that its cost is close to optimal,
e.g., within a small constant factor.
In this section, we describe some heuristics that can be used to compute frequency
assignments in practice. Recall that our focus is on fast algorithms. Our heuristics
never assign a channel blocked at a carrier to this carrier. If our heuristics fail to
produce a feasible assignment, then the infeasibility is caused by one or more
separation violations. (By definition, there is always at least one channel available for
every carrier.) We distinguish starting and improvement heuristics.
4.1. Starting heuristics
Starting heuristics compute a frequency assignment from scratch, step-wise
extending an initially empty assignment to a complete assignment. Thus, as we go
along, we are dealing with partial frequency assignments. A partial frequency
assignment is a function y.A-^C
that is defined on a subset A of the carrier set V. In
the case A = V, a partial assignment is an ordinary frequency assignment.
4.1.1. T-Coloring
This heuristic [18] is a modification of a procedure used by Costa [9] in the
context of T-colorings (see [10,19]). The underlying algorithmic idea was first used
in Brelaz's heuristic DSATUR [5] for computing ordinary graph colorings. This
heuristic is the only one that does not try to minimize the cost of an assignment, but
focuses on computing some feasible solution (which will tend to use few different
channels).
Figure 1 gives a sketch of the algorithm. For each carrier not yet assigned, the
saturation degree keeps track of how many channels are no longer available. The
spacing degree is intended to represent how much impact assigning all the still
unassigned neighbors of a carrier would have on its assignability. If the impact is very

Figure 1. Pseudo code for the T-Coloring heuristic.

large, it should rather become assigned before most of its neighbors are. For similar
reasons, carriers with high saturation degree should be assigned as soon as possible.
The first f orall-loop does the initialization. Assigning channels to carriers is done
in the while-loop. Which carrier to assign next is determined by the saturation and
spacing degrees.
The T-Coloring heuristic is implemented using binary heaps for book-keeping
which carrier to assign next. The running time obtained this way is 0 ( | C | | E |
+ |E| log| V\). The space requirement of the heuristic is 0(\ C\ \ V\ +\E\).
4.1.2. Dual Greedy
The Dual Greedy heuristic tries to avoid "major decisions" [20,23]. Instead of
going ahead and assigning a channel to some carrier right away, it tries to identify
what would be a particularly bad combination of a carrier and a channel. We will call
a carrier-channel combination (v, f) an available combination if channel / is available at carrier v. Starting from all available combinations of carriers and channels,
the algorithm works its way through all of them, eliminating one "worst looking"
combination at a time. For each earner, the last remaining carrier-channel combination is used to make an assignment.

return y
Figure 2. Pseudo code for the Dual Greedy heuristic.

Figure 2 shows a formulation of the algorithm in pseudo code. One way to determine a weight of a carrier-channel combination is displayed together with the pseudo
code. Such a weighting is used as a measure for "badness" of a combination. The
displayed measure is not the best performing weighting procedure investigated. We
choose it for the sake of easy exposition. On assigning channel / to carrier v, the
parameter W is used to penalize all still available combinations that, if chosen for
assignment, would result in interference or a separation violation. High values for W
should lead to little interference and few separation violations - if any. M weighs
separation violations versus interference. High values for M put emphasis on obtaining
feasibility.
This approach hinges on identifying bad carrier-channel combinations. The
successful application of the Dual Greedy heuristic requires extensive analysis of appropriate strategies to find bad combinations. Good strategies are problem dependent [20].

Fibonacci Heaps (see [8], for example) are used to keep track of bad carrierchannel combinations. Using those heaps, the Dual Greedy heuristic runs in
0 ( | C | 2 | V | l o g ( | C | | V | ) + | C | 2 | £ | ) time and uses 0(\C\\V\ +\E\) space.
4.1.3. DSATUR With Costs
This starting heuristic is another modification of BreUaz's DSATUR [5] incorporating ideas of Costa [9]. While in the setting of BrSlaz and Costa the objective is to
obtain an ordinary coloring using few colors or a T-coloring using a small interval of
channels, respectively, our goal is to compute a feasible assignment using the given
spectrum of channels incurring little cost.
A matrix c o s t , with rows indexed by the carriers in V and columns indexed by
the channels in C, is used to record the cost of the different available combinations.
First, we invalidate all entries corresponding to unavailable combinations of channels
and carriers by an appropriately chosen entry BLOCKED.

Figure 3. Pseudo code for the DATSUR With Costs heuristic.

An available channel is bad for a carrier if its matrix entry is at least as large as
BAD, which is another suitably chosen constant. For every still unassigned carrier, a
heap-entry is maintained. As the key for the heap serves the number of blocked or bad
channels times BAD plus the sum over all available, non-bad row entries of the matrix
cost. That is,

with

While the heap is not empty, a carrier v with maximum key is extracted and assigned
its least costly available channel/. Such a channel may induce separation violations.
But in that case (and if BAD was chosen large enough), all other available channels do,
too. Next, all rows indexed by carriers adjacent to v are updated as well as the carriers'
heap keys. The latter only happens in the case they are still unassigned. Formally, a
matrix A(u,/) is added to c o s t , where

This heuristic (figure 3 shows a pseudo code formulation) is implemented using
a Fibonacci Heap for determining the carrier to assign next. The minimum-cost
channel for a carrier is searched for in the corresponding row of the matrix c o s t . The
running time obtained is 0 ( | C | | E | + |V|log|V|), assuming |V| = 0(\E\). The space
requirement is 0(|V||C| + \E\).
It turns out that the choice of the first carrier to assign has considerable impact
on the quality of the assignment obtained. No generally good rule could be identified
as to which carrier to start with. One might start with each carrier in turn, and pick the
best assignment obtained. A running time reducing option is to choose some set of
start-carriers at random and then pick the best assignment computed this way.
4.2. Improvement heuristics
Improvement heuristics take an assignment as input and try to improve it. Neither
the assignment to be improved nor the assignments obtained in the course of computation are required to be feasible.
4.2.1. Iterated 1-OPT
This heuristic uses a neighborhood structure defined on the set of all assignments.
Two assignments are considered adjacent if one can be obtained from the other by
changing the channel of a single carrier. Given this neighborhood structure, an
assignment y, and a carrier u, a 1-opt step determines a least costly neighbor y ' of v.
If y' is at most as costly as y, y' becomes the current assignment. Otherwise, the
assignment remains unchanged. An assignment y' is considered less costly than an
assignment y if yr implies fewer constraint violations than y, or, if both assignments
violate equally many (or no) constraints, y* causes less interference than y. To be
more precise, we introduce some notation concerning the cost and the infeasibility
of (partial) frequency assignments. This notation simplifies the formulation of the
heuristic. We define the cost of a carrier-channel combination (v, / ) , v G V, / e C,
with respect to the partial assignment y on A, denoted by yA, as

The infeasibility of a earner-channel combination (u,/), v e V , / e C, with respect to
yA is defined as

The heuristic repeatedly selects a carrier and performs a 1-opt step. A sequence
of 1-opt steps where every carrier is selected once is called a pass. Clearly, there is
some freedom in selecting which carrier of the not yet examined ones to consider
next. Experiments have shown that the following approach produces reasonably good
results: The carriers are ordered decreasingly according to the infeasibility and the
cost that the current carrier-channel combination incurs. Figure 4 gives a formulation
of one pass of the algorithm.

Figure 4. Pseudo code for a pass of the Iterated 1-OPT heuristic.

Fibonacci Heaps are used to determine which carrier to consider next and what
channel to assign to that carrier. The running time of a pass is 0(\C\ | £ | l o g | C | +
|V|log|V|) and the space required is 0(|C||V| + \E\).
Conceivably, several consecutive passes are capable of improving an assignment.
The following mechanism aims at this phenomenon. While a pass yields an improvement, we reiterate. (Computational experiments show that no tailing-off control is
necessary in practice.) This variant is called (multi-pass) Iterated 1-OPT heuristic.

The application of the Iterated 1-OPT heuristic will lead to an assignment that
cannot be further improved by 1-opt steps. Such assignments are not necessarily
optimal. The algorithm may be trapped in a local minimum.
We have also experimented with more complex exchange techniques such as "kopt" and tested randomized exchange and search methods that also allow a cost or
infeasibility increase. These are often capable of producing better solutions; however,
in general after very long running times - not acceptable for our industry partner.
4.2.2. Min-cost flow
To give a complete discussion of the "philosophy" and the implementation details
of this heuristics is beyond the scope of this article. A thorough description of this
procedure will appear elsewhere.
This heuristic has a more global approach to improvement than the Iterated 1OPT heuristic. But strong restrictions are imposed on the way the old and the new
assignments v and y', respectively, may differ. For example, for every pair of adjacent
carriers v and w, if y(v) > y(w) then y'(v) >y'{w) has to hold.
One can show the following. Given some frequency assignment y and assuming
that cco(vw) > Ic^ivw) holds for all vw GE, an assignment y ' with smallest cost
among all feasible assignments obeying these special y-related restrictions - if such
assignments exist - can be found by a min-cost flow calculation. The reason for this
is that this local improvement problem can be formulated as a min-cost flow problem
on an auxiliary digraph derived from (V, E), where the parameters d and cco, c0*
are used to determine the arc costs and capacities, respectively. The condition
cco(vw) > Ic^ivw), V-uw e E, turns out to be satisfied by many practical instances or
can be met by slightly perturbing the data.
The auxiliary directed graph is easily constructed in 0(\E\) time. The min-cost
flow problem is solved using a Network Simplex Method implementation [24]. This
algorithm has space requirement of 0(1 is I) but its worst-case running time is
exponential in the input size. Although there are strongly polynomial min-cost flow
algorithms (see [2]), we have chosen this implementation of the Network Simplex
Algorithm since it turned out to be very fast in practice.
4.3. Tightening the separation
As before, let N = (V, E, C, {Bv}veV, d, cco, c™*) denote a carrier network. Let v
and w be adjacent carriers. The value d(vw) is the separation necessary between the
channels assigned to v and w. So, if d(vw) > 1, the same channel must not be given to
both carriers. Hence, d(vw) > 1 rules out co-channel interference between v and w.
Similarly, if ( w ) > 2, no adjacent-channel interference can occur between v and w in
a feasible assignment. An approach to control interference is to exclude assignments
causing large interference between pairs of carriers. To achieve this goal, a threshold t
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is introduced. The threshold is used to produce a problem which prescribes a sufficiently large separation between carriers that may cause interference exceeding t:

The carrier network N* = (V, E, C, {Bv}veV, d\ cco, cad) is obtained fromNby tightening the separation with t. A feasible assignment for N* may incur interference, but
none exceeding the threshold t. Thus, feasible assignments for the original problem
may be infeasible for the modified problem. Since an assignment causing high interference between some pair of carriers might save considerably between others, it
may be the case that no optimal assignment for the original problem is feasible for
the modified one. Despite this fact, tightening the separation often works well in
conjunction with the heuristics. By applying the heuristics described above to Nl for
different threshold values, solutions of varying quality are usually obtained. Depending
on the heuristic and the problem instance at hand, a suitable threshold value t may be
determined by some search routine.
5.

Computational experiments

In the following, computational results on five problem instances, named a, k, f,
1 and h, are shown. These instances stem from real-world cellular phone networks.
The chosen instances differ in size as well as in structure. Table 1 lists several parameters of the instances. Following the name of the problem instance, the next column
lists the size of the spectrum. For problem a, the spectrum contains 30 channels, for
problems k and f, it contains 50 channels, and for problems h and 1, it contains 75
channels. Almost all sets Bv of locally blocked channels are empty. Therefore, no
detailed information on the Bv's is given. The next 10 columns display properties of
the underlying graph G - (V, E). An edge vw G E is introduced only if at least one of
the values d(vw), cco(vw), or c^vw) is positive. The remaining 8 columns show
features of d, cc°, and c^, in particular, the size of the supports.
Every carrier network is either connected or has one major component. The
density, the diameter of the major component, and its clique number all indicate that
the graph is very far from being planar. In all problems but a, the maximum clique
exceeds the spectrum size. This does not necessarily imply that no feasible assignment
exists, but the fact can be used to derive a lower bound on the interference of feasible
assignments.
Each instance was supplied by E-Plus together with a (partial) frequency assignment, called Original in tables 2 to 6. This assignment was generated either manually
or automatically using a commercial program for solving the frequency assignment
problem. This program implements the algorithm described in [16].

Table 2
Assignments computed for Problem a with 30 channels.
The separation is tightened with a threshold of 0.01.

Table 3
Assignments computed for Problem k with SO channels.
The separation is tightened with a threshold of 0.035.

Table 4
Assignments computed for Problem f with SO channels.
The separation is tightened with a threshold of 0.0S.

Table 5
Assignment computed for Problem 1 with 75 channels.
The separation is tightened with a threshold of 0.1.

Table 6
Assignments computed for Problem h with 75 channels.
The separation is tightened with a threshold of 0.1.

The first column in each of tables 2 - 6 lists the source of the frequency assignment. In rows headed by a "+", the preceding assignment was used to improve on. In
columns two, three and four, the interference incurred is listed, with the third and
fourth column breaking the total up into co-channel and adjacent-channel interference.
The column titled "separation violations" contains the number of violated separation
constraints. The next two columns show the number of invalidly assigned and unassigned carriers. A feasible assignment has to have zeros in all three columns that
were mentioned last. Finally, the right-most column lists the time consumed to run the
starting or improvement heuristic, respectively. The computations were performed on
a SUN SPARCstation 20-501.
"RANDOM" is a trivial starting heuristic that randomly assigns an available
channel to every carrier. Possible separation constraint violations are of no concern.
"(MCF 1-OPT)*" stands for alternatingly applying MCF and Iterated 1-OPT until no
more improvement is obtained during Iterated 1-OPT. The percentage listed following
"DSATUR" tells how many of the carriers were checked out as a starting node for
applying DSATUR With Costs. Recall that for the execution of T-Coloring and
DSATUR With Costs, a threshold may be applied to tighten the separation. The value
of this threshold parameter is given in the annotation to every table listing computational results. A summary of the performance of the heuristics is given below.

5.1. Starting heuristics
5.1.1. T-Coloring
The T-Coloring heuristic often succeeds in computing a feasible frequency
assignment. These assignments are typically of inferior quality, although the quality
may be affected by the threshold used for tightening the separation. The assignments
tend to use only frequencies from an initial segment of the spectrum of available
frequencies. Thus, large improvements are possible when applying MCF and Iterated
1-OPT.
5.1.2. Dual Greedy
The Dual Greedy heuristic turned out to be an overall failure. Extensive experiments did not show any regularity as to how the parameters of the heuristic could be
tuned to achieve feasible assignments of competitive quality. In order to increase the
performance, a special implementation of a heap operation, namely change_key, is
used. The amortized running time of this operation is still 0(log n), but time savings
of roughly 25% are achieved [20]. Still, the running time is prohibitive. Further performance monitoring did not reveal pathological behavior of individual routines which
would recommend them for fine tuning. No computational results for the Dual Greedy
heuristic are included here.
5.1.3. DSATUR With Costs
This is the best starting heuristic considered. It produces assignments of comparatively excellent quality in little running time. Running this heuristic for some
random starting node usually irons out the lack of a good deterministic choice for the
carrier to start assigning with. Selecting at random 3% to 5% of the carriers as starting
nodes will suffice most of the time. Quite often, the obtained frequency assignments
can be further improved by MCF and Iterated 1-OPT. However, it does not seem to
pay to perform an Iterated 1-OPT run for every starting node.
5.2. Improving heuristics
5.2.1. Iterated 1-OPT
In several cases, Iterated 1-OPT does succeed in improving over results obtained
by any of the starting heuristics. Depending on the quality of the initial assignment,
the improvement ranges from minor to huge. The running time observed is slightly
inferior to a single run of the DSATUR With Costs. This can be explained by a more
detailed analysis of the operations performed by either heuristic in the implementation
used.
5.2.2. Min-cost flow
Considering the nature of changes MCF is capable of performing on an assignment, it does not come as a surprise that improvements are typically small. The main

purpose of MCF is to escape from local minima of the neighborhood structure underlying the Iterated 1-OPT heuristic. This goal is achieved often enough to recommend
MCF in combination with Iterated 1-OPT. Taking into account the huge min-cost flow
problems that have to be solved, the Network Simplex-implementation shows good
performance.
5.3. Tightening the separation
When applying the starting heuristics, the separation is tightened with some
threshold t. The values of t we chose for the different problems are given in the
captions of tables 2 to 6. Our choice of the threshold t is determined by its effect on
DSATUR With Costs, since the purpose of T-Coloring is primarily to supply some
feasible assignment - independent of the cost. In that sense, the threshold values are
fine for T-Coloring, too. Experiments support that an aggressive choice of the separation threshold is advisable. That is, the threshold should be chosen as low as possible
while maintaining feasibility.
Table 7
Assignments computed by DSATUR With Costs (5%) for Problem k
with 50 channels. The separation is tightened with different thresholds.

Table 7 displays results for different thresholds values t. DSATUR With Costs is
called on problem k for 5% of the carriers chosen at random as starting nodes. With
decreasing threshold value f, the cost of the assignments first drops from 1.55 for
t = 0.15 to 1.06 for t = 0.04 and then rapidly climbs up to 24.02. Although the assignments are infeasible for the small threshold values t = 0.01, t = 0.005, and t = 0.0,
there are not as many separation violations as one might expect. The separation
violations are not reported on the basis of the "tightened" problem but on the basis
of the original problem. In the original problem formulation, there are separation

requirements specified for 5% of the edges only. But most of the pairs of carriers that
contribute to the high interference values are separation violations in the tightened
sense.
6.

Conclusions

Interference minimization of some sort is present in several of the approaches to
frequency assignment problems published so far. To our knowledge, this paper is one
of the first to make overall interference minimization the objective and to report
detailed computational results on practical problem instances.
We investigated several primal heuristics. Due to their modest space requirements
and their acceptable to very good running times, these heuristics are suitable for
industrial application. Our results show that DSATUR With Costs applied to a small
percentage of randomly selected carriers as starting points ( 3 - 5 % is a good choice) is
a powerful starting heuristic. Iterated 1-OPT proved capable of still improving on
those assignments in reasonable running time. Finally, by using MCF we are able to
bring in a global optimization aspect that is helpful for escaping local minima of the
neighborhood structure that underlies the Iterated 1-OPT heuristic.
Looking at the interference induced by the frequency assignments from practice,
it is apparent that our heuristics are able to drastically improve on the original assignments. To summarize the findings, we compare the assignments computed by DSATUR
5% followed by an alternating sequence of MCF and Iterated 1-OPT with the original
Table 8
Improvement of assignment quality relative to the original interference.

assignments. This combination of heuristics produces competitive results in reasonable
running times. The figures in table 8 give the improvements over the original assignments relative to the original interference values, e.g., for problem h the interference
is reduced by 73.12% of the original interference. Note that problem h is actually the
only one where the orginal assignment is feasible.
From experiments with various other parameter settings and other rather timeconsuming methods such as randomized local search procedures (see [29]), we know
that the best values displayed in our tables are not optimal. Improvements are not
easily obtained, though.
All of our computational experiments were performed on carrier networks that
stem from E-Plus' cellular phone network. E-Plus has integrated the well-performing
heuristics presented here into their software system, thereby enhancing its network
management system with respect to frequency assignment considerably.
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